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Maﬁoso - Part 1 Nisa Santiago 2017
Thirsty M.T. Anderson 2010-03-02 From the moment he knows that he is destined to be a vampire, Chris
thirsts for the blood of people around him while also struggling to remain human.
Unﬁnished Business Nisa Santiago 2016-03-15 Contaminated Roots As Apple and Kola try to retire
from the game, lingering feuds put them back to work. Before they can experience life without tragedy,
they both have unﬁnished business to settle. Hiding in plain sight while exterminating their enemies,
they realize they will never have any peace until they eliminate the man they once called Daddy.
Murdergram Nisa Santiago 2016-01-12 WHEN THE PREDATOR BECOMES THE PREY They were best
friends until the murders. Now with Cristal presumed dead, Tamar has plans to rise in the underworld as
a hired gun. State to state, Tamar is fearlessly dishing out Murdergrams for a huge proﬁt without
remorse. High on power and notoriety, Tamar sets out to settle an old beef, but the person she's hunting
is actually hunting her. This time she could be the one on the receiving end of a Murdergram.
Maﬁoso - Part 4 Nisa Santiago 2018-07-10 Together They Fall With both Scott and Layla West behind
bars, it’s now up to Bugsy and Lucky to run the family businesses. Lucky quickly steps into Layla’s shoes,
but being second-in-command to an absentee boss has her feeling unsatisﬁed. She wants to sit at the
helm of the organization with or without her mother’s blessing. Bugsy, who has always emulated Scott,
takes his Maﬁoso impression too far and does the unthinkable. This one infraction may cost him his life.
Scott and Layla, betrayed by their children, are not the forgiving type. With mother pitted against
daughter and father against son, there may be more West funerals to attend.
Face Oﬀ 2016
South Beach Cartel Nisa Santiago 2014-02-01 "Cartier, Apple, Citi, the last chapter"--Cover.
The House That Hustle Built - Part 1 Nisa Santiago 2015 Beg, Borrow, or Steal. Worlds collide when a
car thief and a self-proclaimed entrepreneur meet. Pearla is a born hustler, and Cash was born to steal.
Pearla sets her sights on Cash and motivates him to take his petty crimes to the next level. Together, the
two get money throughout the tri-state, while friends and family want to be upgraded without putting in
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work. At ﬁrst, the couple makes it rain in the hood, taking care of those they love, but a hustler always
knows when to draw the line. Suddenly, Pearla proclaims the ATM closed, and a quiet storm begins to
brew. When the beggars can't beg anymore and the borrowers can't borrow anymore, friends become
enemies. Words and bullets are exchanged, leaving The House that Hustle Built under attack and at risk
of collapse.
South Beach Cartel - Part 1 Nisa Santiago 2014
Return of the Cartier Cartel Nisa Santiago 2010 Brooklyn empress Cartier knows the streets of
Brooklyn like nobody's business. In fact, she successfully built her Cartier Cartel drug ring on the code of
the streets, hustling and stacking paper. However, the life of crime is wearing her down, and she's ready
to quit the game when two of her Cartel soldiers are gunned down in the same streets that fattened her
bankroll. Now she's hell bent on seeking revenge for her friends, and she and her most loyal set out to
solve the hood's whodunit. Along the way, tempers ﬂare and love is tested as her prince steps out of line
and sleeps with the enemy. Devastation reigns supreme in the streets of Brooklyn, while Cartier is
constantly looking over her shoulder, wondering who will be the next to stab her in the back.
Domino Falls Steven Barnes 2013-02-19 An apocalyptic disease spread by a race of aliens turns its
victims into zombies and begins an infection that threatens to overwhelm the Earth.
Coca Kola: The Baddest Chick Nisa Santiago 2015-02-09 Steady Schemin'. Harlem honey's Apple and
Kola are back and cutthroat as ever, and serving The City That Never Sleeps with a wakeup call. Now
permanently disﬁgured, the once beautiful Apple's future isn't looking bright as the empire she worked so
hard to build begins to crumble, brick by brick. The tables are turned, and Apple ﬁnds out that the
ultimate betrayal cuts that much deeper when it's perpetrated by blood. Meanwhile, Kola is lying in wait
for Queen Apple to be dethroned. She stacks her paper and assembles her plan to take her twin out once
and for all. But Apple isn't bowing out gracefully.
Maﬁoso - Part 5: Getting Lucky Nisa Santiago 2020-04-01 Family Feuds The stunning acquittals of Scott
and Layla West reverberate throughout the justice system, and the powerful cartels take notice. The
Wests were untouchable, and their drug empire is still intact, but family ties begin to unravel. New mom
Lucky has a lot on her shoulders as she continues to deceive the head of the Juarez cartel. Partnering
with her twin brothers, Lucky lines up the pieces on the chessboard, but she underestimates the king and
queen.
Return of the Cartier Cartel Nisa Santiago 2010 Cartier returns to Brooklyn, New York, with her husband
to get revenge on the people responsible for gunning down two members of her gang, but her husband's
latest aﬀair and suspicions about other gang members lead to complications.
Bad Apple Nisa Santiago 2013-01-01 Young and beautiful, seventeen-year-old Apple believes there's one
thing she can do better than anyone -- herself. Her selﬁsh actions turn fatal in a New York minute when
she gets tangled up with a ruthless loan shark. He wants his payment in blood—with interest. Apple goes
undercover to try to clean up her mess, but the lines between vengeance and reality begin to blur. Apple
steps into her role as a sadistic bill collector and main chick a little too easily.Apple's twin sister Kola is
leading a fast life of her own with an escort ring. Though she's making long money, she's not satisﬁed
with second best, and she sets out to knock Apple oﬀ. Her wicked scheming explodes into the ultimate
betrayal.Nisa Santiago's tale of beautiful sisters from Harlem proves that when sibling rivalry spins out of
control, loyalty is just a word on the streets of the Big Apple.
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Cartier Cartel - Part 4: Head Games Nisa Santiago 2019-02-12 Shattered Illusions Cartier is back from
South Beach and anxious to begin the next chapter of her life with Head. She soon awakens from her
love fantasy, however, and realizes that her dark knight isn't all he seems. With her love life on the rocks
yet again, Cartier has a nightmare case of dƒƒ‚jƒƒ‚ vu that she must snap out of. Vowing to harden her
heart for good this time, she redirects her energy to forming a new Cartier Cartel.
The Baddest Chick Collection Nisa Santiago 2015-08-24 Anthology containing: Bad Apple: The Baddest
Chick Coca Kola Checkmate Face Oﬀ
Cartier Cartel Nisa Santiago 2010 When Cartier Timmons decides to move her petty-crime crew into the
drug-dealing game, she ﬁnds herself in over her head when a rival drug hustler is murdered.
Guard the Throne Nisa Santiago 2012 Siblings Chris, Citi, and Cane ﬁght to maintain the family's drug
empire after the sudden murder of their father, employees start to challenge their authority, and Citi gets
involved with a rival drug dealer.
Maﬁoso - Part 2 Nisa Santiago 2018-01-16 Blast from the Past Payback is a bitch named Maxine. She’s
a once-demure law student who’s ﬁnally free after serving time for a murder she didn’t commit. Maxine
has a score to settle, and she’s now driven to return the favor of destruction. Her kill list, unknowingly
ﬁnanced by her frenemy, Layla, is steadily shrinking with bodies dropping all over NYC. Scott and Layla
West have buried their children one-by-one from what appears to be random accidents. With the top
Maﬁoso distracted by grief and territory battles, a traitor has inﬁltrated the tight-knit organization. Scott
and Layla’s misfortunes only multiply when they realize they’ve been targeted all along.
Cartier Cartel 3 - South Beach Slaughter Nisa Santiago 2014-11-01 Done with the game, Cartier moves to
Miami, but her retirement is interrupted when her daughter is kidnapped and she vows to tear the city
apart in order to ﬁnd her.
Jealousy Linda Brickhouse 2009 As the deceased Chaka Dubois' crew, the Baker Boys, come after Earl
Clement and Eve, Eve devises a plan to walk away alone and intact--and with all the money. Original.
Maﬁoso Nisa Santiago 2017-10-15 Ambitions as a Mobster.Scott West and his wife Layla have an
infatuation with the Maﬁoso way of life. Armed with what they've learned, they assemble their own family
based on the careers of the most successful mobsters and are now in charge of a powerful crime family.
Their six children--Meyer, Bugsy, Lucky, Bonnie, Clyde, and Gotti--are all being groomed to manage the
family business. Al Capone's legacy taught Scott to run his drug empire upon fear, helping him prosper as
a daunting opponent. When challenged by Dutch, the daring Baltimore crime boss, Scott has to play the
game for real as they clash in a mob-style power struggle. When the smoke clears, only one will have a
seat at head of the table.
Murder was the Case Kiki Swinson 2012 In the third book of the riveting Playing Dirty/Notorious series,
defense attorney Yoshi Lomax ﬁnds herself caught up in a ruthless power struggle that could end on the
other side of the bars. Using her keen skills to outsmart her opponents has never been a problem for
Yoshi, but with a new man by her side and new tests to endure, Yoshi must use her talents in new ways
to defeat the chaos. She soon ﬁnds herself in yet another dilemma, where bodies are surfacing and
drama seems to be the only thing on the menu. Amid all this turmoil, Yoshi is confronted with the
question of which side of the law she has to be on in order to stay alive.
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On the Run - The Baddest Chick 5 Nisa Santiago 2017-01-17 Parallel Realities Kola and Peaches' palace
lifestyle in Colombia comes crashing down when the Federales kick in Eduardo's front door. Forced to ﬂee
South America with her niece and return to New York, Kola feels lost without her twin sister. Things begin
to turn around for Kola when she meets an ambitious hustler named Twin who wants her to play wifey as
he plays daddy to Peaches. Back from the dead, Apple is hiding out in Baltimore trying to make a come
up. Without family or friends, she spends her days plotting on how to regain what she's lost. Not one to
go without a thug in her bed for long, Apple hooks up with a young goon named Twin who reminds her of
her ﬁrst love, Cross. With the sisters living in diﬀerent states and seemingly in love with the same dude,
Harlem won't be able to withstand the bloodshed if Apple and Kola wage another war against each other,
once again in the name of love.
Maﬁoso Nisa Santiago 2018-07-10 Together They Fall With both Scott and Layla West behind bars, it's
now up to Bugsy and Lucky to run the family businesses. Lucky quickly steps into Layla's shoes, but
being second-in-command to an absentee boss has her feeling unsatisﬁed. She wants to sit at the helm
of the organization with or without her mother's blessing. Bugsy, who has always emulated Scott, takes
his Maﬁoso impression too far and does the unthinkable. This one infraction may cost him his life. Scott
and Layla, betrayed by their children, are not the forgiving type. With mother pitted against daughter
and father against son, there may be more West funerals to attend.
Still Wifey Material Kiki Swinson 2010 Kira moves to Houston with her cousin Nikki to start over, but her
new life unravels as secrets about her new ﬁancâe and his business surface.
Checkmate Nisa Santiago 2013-03-05 The Baddest Chicks are back. Kola, the reigning Queen of New
York, has Harlem on lock and is making paper hand over ﬁst. If the stresses of hustling hard weren't
enough, the love of her life is mixed up with a Brooklyn chick, a bounty has been put on her head for a hit
she didn't sanction, and her sister's ex-man, Chico, is trying to rock her to sleep. Kola has 99 problems,
but Apple ain't one. Apple, gone and but not forgotten while trapped in a Mexican hellhole, is still the
most hated chick in New York. She's low on friends and can't seem to climb back up on her pedestal.
With revenge in her heart and murder on her mind, Apple attempts to overcome her situation just in time
to reclaim her title as The Baddest Chick the world has ever seen.
Wifey Kiki Swinson 2010 Essence® bestselling author KiKi Swinson oﬀers up a scandalous street lit tale-and shows that no one else stands a chance when wifey runs the hustle. From the looks of things, Kira's
got it all. She owns a proﬁtable hair salon and is livin' the life in her six-hundred-thousand-dollar house
with her huge diamond ring, designer clothes, and powerful husband. Kira's man Ricky buys her whatever
she wants, but he's still a hustler through and through. A feared and respected drug lord, Ricky's got no
shortage of baby mama drama and women on the side. He may think he's playing Kira, but Kira knows
that only wifey has the pass codes to the bank account and the combination to the safe. While Kira runs
the game well--that's how she became wifey in the ﬁrst place--she doesn't always like it. And she's about
done with Ricky's playah ways. So when one of his runners is busted and the Feds start sniﬃng around,
Kira sees her way out. But nothing on the streets is easy, and Kira just might be in too deep. Life, money,
love, and everything she's ever worked for is on the line. Will Kira say goodbye to being wifey. . .or learn
to play the game even better than before?
Supreme Clientele Ashley 2009-05-05 Every Hustler's reign ends in one of two ways. . .prison or death.
Refusing to let the prediction become a reality, Julius "Jules" Carter creates new rules to an old game.
Strategically, he forms one of the most notorious drug operations Harlem has ever seen. Jules thought
the game was his biggest challenge that is until he meets Tish. Young and Ambitious she is determined
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to escape from Harlem's allure, but her love for Jules has her rooted. She gets tangled in his web of lies
and deceit. When she ﬁnds out about his past demons and connects them with her own, she soon ﬁnds
out that there's a thin line between love and hate. You can't turn a bad girl good, but once a good girl
turns bad she's gone forever. Julius ﬁnds out the hard way that everything done in the dark eventually
comes to light. Ashley and JaQuavis narrate a fast paced, suspenseful tale of one of Harlem's biggest
drug lords, his rise to power, and the woman behind him.
Bad Apple: The Baddest Chick Nisa Santiago 2011 There Can Only Be One Queen Bee. Young and
beautiful, seventeen-year-old Apple believes there's one thing she can do better than anyone -- herself.
Her selﬁsh actions turn fatal in a New York minute when she gets tangled up with a ruthless hustler. He
wants his payment in blood with interest. Apple goes undercover to try to clean up her mess, but the
lines between vengeance and reality begin to blur. Meanwhile, Apple's twin sister Kola is leading a fast
life of her own with an escort ring. Though she's making long money, she's not satisﬁed with second best,
and she sets out to knock Apple oﬀ. Her wicked scheming explodes into the ultimate betrayal. Nisa
Santiago's tale of beautiful sisters from Harlem proves that when sibling rivalry spins out of control,
loyalty is just a word on the streets.
Myra: A Twisted Tale of Karma Amaleka McCall 2009 Myra thought her only worry would be how to get
out of living in a low-income neighborhood and dealing with her drug-addicted mother. Entering the
prestigious St. John's University and dating one of the football team's star players, Milton, she never
dreamed her life would take a turn from bad to worse. As Myra's past comes back to haunt her in a series
of bad dreams, she never imagined that Milton was dealing with his own demons that would ultimately
push him over the edge. Myra's sanity is holding on by a thread and at any moment she's about to snap!
Secret Society Miasha 2007-04-24 Enjoying fast-paced lives at the sides of some of society's wealthiest
men, Celess and Tina share a dangerous secret that puts their street smarts to the test. A ﬁrst novel.
Reprint.
Maﬁoso - Part 3 Nisa Santiago 2018-04-10
Rise of an American Gangstress Kim K. 2014-10-01 GOOD LIFE TO HOOD LIFE Born with a platinum spoon
in her mouth thanks to her drug-dealing parents, Fancy is a young, spoiled princess. But when havoc
enters the picture and the Feds seize her family's ill-gotten gains, Fancy's lavish Caribbean trips are
traded in for cold winter nights in the heart of the hood. When the gravity of Fancy's situation causes her
to crumble, it's her roots that put her back together. Unwilling to stay down, Fancy realizes that she was
born to hustle, and this American Gangstress is reborn. What emerges is a ﬁerce contender the streets
aren't ready for.
South Beach Cartel - Part 2 Nisa Santiago 2018-12-04 The Art of War Apple has never gotten over Citi
stealing her money. Still salty from what she considers the betrayal of the century, she places Peaches in
Kola's care and embarks on a mission to resolve some more unﬁnished business. Cartier has made a life
for herself on the west coast while waiting for the love of her life, Head, to get a release date. She's out
of the game, but now Apple wants to pull her back in. Citi resurfaces in New York with a strong team,
including her brother, Cane. The stolen money has been ﬂipped several times over, and now she's sitting
pretty on a budding empire. After the foolish queen fails to guard her throne, her position is
compromised, and back to Miami she runs. Cartier and Apple head to South Beach to resurrect the South
Beach Cartel and are soon joined by an unlikely ally. All three vow to remain in Miami until the score is
settled, once and for all.
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Killer Dolls - Part 1 Nisa Santiago 2015-10-13 Beautiful Menace (or Viral Violence) Half Japanese and
half Jamaican, Aoki is young, beautiful, and known throughout her Brooklyn neighborhood as a menace to
local authorities. On the eve of a brutal murder that hits close to home, Aoki needs her friends more than
ever. Her ride-or-die besties, Tisa and Ri-Ri, are down to help by any means necessary, even if it puts
their own freedom at risk. While coming up in the drug game, AZ gets into a situation he can't handle on
his own. When he reaches out to Aoki - an unlikely ally - the girls agree to handle his problem for a small
fee. When surveillance video of the conquest goes viral, the Brooklyn hood chicks are transformed into
Killer Dolls. This overnight fame brings heat to the Killer Dolls, with jealousy, envy, and a dark secret
threatening to destroy everything.
Murderville Ashley 2013-04-30 While Liberty lies on her deathbed, A'shai recalls their violent past
together, which includes a Mexican drug cartel, child brothels, and the Los Angeles underworld.
Convict's Candy Damon "Amin" Meadows 2006 CONVICT'S CANDY is based on a teen-aged, pre-op
transsexual named Candy, who gets arrested and sent to federal prison exactly one week before her
scheduled sex-change operation. Still having male organs, Candy is housed with strong, masculine,
handsome male inmates who haven t been around or touched a woman in years. Candy soon ﬁnds
herself being caught in several love aﬀairs with men with families, girlfriends and wives at home waiting
for them to be released. But Candy doesn t kiss and tell; she understands the code of silence: what
happens in prison stays in prison... . CONVICT'S CANDY deals with sexual identity, prostitution and
homosexuality within the prison system, the interactions and relationships between the inmates and
oﬃcers, inﬁdelity and most importantly, explains how the HIV virus spreads rampantly within the prison.
It also reveals how the dangerous and deadly disease is transmitted within society, when infected
inmates are released to go home.
Baddest Apple - The Baddest Chick 7 Nisa Santiago 2019-10-01 Oﬀ with Her Head Even with South
Beach in her rearview, Apple is still unable to settle down and focus on being a mom. Not when the
streets keep talking about Queenie, an enigmatic sista who is calling herself the Queen of New York.
Queenie, a hardcore former drug mule, has seen and done it all in her young life. She doesn't scare
easily, if at all. When it's time for her to step up to her newfound adversary, Apple, her heart skips no
beats. Apple refuses to give up her title after just reclaiming it. She's determined to snatch the crown
from Queenie and see her bow down to the real queen.
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